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Abstract—RNA-seq reads are sampled from the underlying
human transcriptome sequence, consisting of hundreds of
thousands of mRNA transcripts. De novo transcriptome re-
construction from RNA-seq reads is a promising approach but
facing with algorithmic and computational challenges derived
from nonlinear transcript structures and ultra high-throughput
read counts. To tackle this issue, we designed a divide-and-
conquer strategy to read localization, followed by a novel
algorithm to de novo read assembly. Availability: the GUI tool
is freely available at http://asammate.sourceforge.net/.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human transcriptomes are highly diverse, overlapping,
complex, and dynamic. Alternative splicing and structural
variations play important roles in enhancing the range of
transcriptome complexity ( [1]–[7]). The first level complex-
ity is introduced by splicing and alternative splicing of the
annotated exons, including Untranslated Regions (UTR’s) (
[1]–[3], [7]). It creates enormous challenges for mapping
reads from exon junctions, termed junction reads, to the
reference genome. The second level complexity is a more
general problem that is introduced by ubiquitous structural
variations, such as deletions, insertions, and translocations,
in human genomes and transcriptomes ( [4]–[6]). It created
enormous challenges for both mapping and assembling reads
from altered genomic regions.

An intuitive way to tissue-specific gene modeling is to
de novo assemble transcriptome. Due to the highly diverse
and nonlinear transcriptome structure, straightforward appli-
cation of genome assembling approaches is often unsatisfac-
tory. Recent global transcriptome assembly based approach,
Trans-Abyss ( [8], [9]), filter and merge the contigs assem-
bled using the Abyss genome assembler ( [10]), to form a
much smaller set of non-redundant contigs. It is followed by
mapping the processed contigs to known transcripts. Other
local transcriptome assembly based approach, Cufflinks (
[11]), first maps the reads, and then de novo assembles
a minimum set of compatible transcripts from the cDNA
fragments identified by paired-end reads. Both approaches
attempt to de novo reconstruct mRNA transcripts at the
base-pair resolution thus improving over the exon-based
approaches. However, the former is limited by parsimonious

assumptions and heavy computational burden; the latter does
not map and assemble reads with structural variations.

Here we design a novel divide-and-conquer strategy and
develop a new de novo assembly algorithm to tackle both
levels of complexities in transcriptome reconstruction. We
carry out simulation studies to show that our algorithm is
able to accurately reconstruct in vivo transcript sequences at
the base-pair resolution with a minimum of assumption. In
particular, our algorithm reconstructs transcript sequences
directly from short reads and exhaustively finds the se-
quences of all expressed mRNA transcripts. The only re-
quired input from users is the raw read sequence file in
standard fastq or fasta format; and it will export sequences
of each expressed mRNA transcript and report tissue-specific
splicing and structural variations events.

II. SHORT READS LOCALIZATION

An innovation of our approach is first to localize reads,
with or without structural variations, to each annotated gene
or un-annotated transcriptional unit. After this localization,
we de novo reconstruct transcript structures within each
annotated gene or un-annotated transcriptional unit. We
localize reads as follows:

Step 1: Initial alignment of all the reads. We first aligned
the entire set of reads, single-end or paired-end, uniquely to
the reference genome using Bowtie ( [12]). For single-end
reads, we initially aligned most of the human exonic reads,
e.g. 60%− 70%, to the reference genome (left panel of the
Figure 1). For paired-end reads, we localize the reads if at
least one read of the pair is aligned to the reference genome,
including reads with structural variations (right panel of the
Figure 1).

Step 2: For the remaining reads from the step 1, if
they are single-end, we equally split each read into three
partitions, and localize the split reads to annotated genes
or un-annotated transcriptional units using anchors (Figure
1). Anchors refer to any partition read(s) that are aligned to
the reference genome. For paired-end reads, we equally split
each read into two partitions, four partitions for a read pair,
and localized those using anchors).

III. De Novo TRANSCRIPTOME ASSEMBLY ALGORITHM

We propose an efficient algorithm to de novo reconstruct
transcript sequences at the base-pair resolution within each
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Figure 1. Short Reads Localization. Reads in the gray-shaded regions
correspond to un-localized reads and reads in the clear regions correspond
to localized reads. Left panel: single-end reads; Right panel: paired-end
reads.

annotated gene or un-annotated transcriptional unit. The
central idea of our algorithm is to use overlaps between a
pair of reads. The algorithm proceeds into two consecutive
stages. In the Seeding and Growing Stage, the algorithm
uses the first read in the set as a seed and extends it toward
left and right, respectively, until no extension reads can be
found. A merged sequence is generated and all the short
reads covered by the merged sequence are removed from
the input set while the seed grows. If there are uncovered
short reads after the first round of growth, another seed (the
first read in the set) is used to grow a second sequence. This
process is repeated until all the reads are covered by some
sequence and thus the input set becomes empty.

In the Patching and Cutting Stage, when applicable, all the
sequences passing a minimum overlap cut-off are patched to
another sequence to form the whole set of transcripts. After
the sequences have been patched to each other, they are cut
into small segments, redundant segments are removed and
remaining segments are organized into an isoform graph
to reconstruct isoform structures and their corresponding
contigs. See Figure 2 for an illustration of this algorithm.

Figure 2. Assembly algorithm: (a) The RNA-Seq short reads; (b) One
sequence is fully grown. All the reads covered by this sequence are
removed; (c) The steps described in (b) are repeated until no read left;
(d) The algorithm searchs for overlap between the sequences and make the
isoform graph; (e) All possible transcripts are enumerated.

In reality, the short reads do not always perfectly overlap

with each other. Therefore our overlap function tolerates
sequencing errors in order to process real sequencing data.
The algorithm needs to take two parameters, 𝑒1 and 𝑒2,
where 𝑒1 is the threshold for the error rate and 𝑒2 is the
threshold for the number of consecutive errors.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

We simulated RNA-seq experiments using FluxSimula-
tor ( [13]), an open source software package simulating
whole transcriptome sequencing experiments with Illumina
Genome Analyzer. The real-world deep sequencing data is
often either single-end longer reads or paired-end shorter
reads. Our algorithm processes both types of reads with
no differences. We tested the performance of our algorithm
using eight simulated single-end data sets shown in Table I.
The short read length is chosen at 100. For the human
data, we used the human Ensembl annotation file version
57 along with the human reference genome GRCh37/hg19
in the simulations. For the mouse data, we used the mouse
Ensembl annotation file version 61 and the mouse reference
genome NCBI37/mm9.

Table I
DATASETS FOR THE SIMULATION STUDIES

Dataset Organism Number of reads (million) Error-free
1 Human 15 Yes
2 Human 30 Yes
3 Human 15 No
4 Human 30 No
5 Mouse 15 Yes
6 Mouse 30 Yes
7 Mouse 15 No
8 Mouse 30 No

We compared the output of our assembly program with the
ground truth data as well as the output of the Trans-ABySS
assembly program. We set the minimum overlap length of
our program as 𝑘 = 20. We used the default parameter
values for Trans-ABySS if there were any. We evaluate
the performance of an assembly program according to the
following metrics: % fully covered contigs (a contig is fully
covered by another one if it can be completely aligned to
the latter), % covered contigs (a contig is covered by others
if each part of it is fully covered by one of those contigs),
and the % covered bases (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑔𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑔𝑠 ). We
used SSAHA2 ( [14]), a sequence alignment by hashing tool,
to align two sets of contig sequences stored in the FASTA
format. See Figures 3 for a visual comparison between the
ground truth and the two assembly algorithms, SPATA and
Trans-ABySS (TA). As shown in Figure 3, the result of
SPATA is more consistent with the ground truth than the
result of TA.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an accurate yet fast ap-
proach for de novo transcriptome assembly at the base-level
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Figure 3. Comparison of the statistics of contigs.

resolution using RNA-seq reads. Two original contributions
were claimed: the first is read localization that effectively
localizes splicing reads and reads with structural variations
to the local regions of the human reference genome. It
dramatically reduces the computational burden to a very
manageable level. The second is a new algorithm to de novo
assembly all the expressed mRNA transcript structures at the
base-level resolution within each local region.
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